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Operator Instructions, Industrial Rescue One EDS (Emergency Descent System) 
Harness.  Elevated Safety Systems, 4115 Dragon Hwy, Cameron WV, 26033.  
Elevatedsafetysystems.com.  304-686-3224.  MADE IN THE USA. 

 
Minimum and Maximum Weight Limits Per Size, Med/Large 130 lbs. to 230 lbs., 
XL to XXL 230 lbs. to 310 lbs.  Multiple use EDS Rack, with maximum length of 
descent 300 feet.  Maximum number of descents is a function of inspection.  
Any sign of damage or defect immediately remove harness from service and 
contact Elevated Safety Systems.       
        
Components – 1 3/4" Polyester Webbing, Polyester/Kevlar Thread, 1” Kevlar 
Webbing, EDS Rack 6061 T6 Aluminum, 8,200 lb. Samson Tech-12, 1/4" Line. 
Yoke Hardware, 1000 Cordura Covers.       
 
WARRANTY INFORMATION  
Elevated Safety Systems, ESS, expressly warrants that all ESS products are free 
from defect in material and workmanship from date of purchase and shipment.  
This warranty is for original purchaser only.  This warranty only covers defects in 
material and workmanship, and it does not cover results from normal wear and 
tear, neglect, abuse or accident.  ESS’S OBLIGATION UNDER THIS WARRANTY 
APPLIES FOR THE LIFE OF THE PRODUCT AND IS LIMITED TO REPLACEMENT OF 
PRODUCT ONLY.  FOR COMPLETE WARRANTY INFORMATION VIEW AT 
ELEVATEDSAFETYSYSTEMS.COM.     
 
WARNING! FAILURE TO READ AND FOLLOW ALL OF THE MANUFACTURER’S 
INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS, OR FAILURE TO WATCH AND FOLLOW THE 
INCLUDED INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR 
DEATH.  FOR RESCUE ONLY: DO NOT USE FOR OTHER PURPOSES.    
 
ALL MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS ARE PROVIDED IN THIS BOOKLET AND 
ON THE INCLUDED INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO.   
 

mailto:Elevatedsafetysystems@hotmail.com
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All MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO ARE 
AVAILABLE ON MANUFACTURER’S WEB SITE AT 
ELEVATEDSAFETYSYSTEMS.COM.    
 
THE INDUSTRIAL RESCUE ONE EDS HARNESS IS INTENDED TO BE USED AT 
ELEVATED POSITIONS WHERE RECOVERY AFTER A FALL MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE 
AND WHERE ATTEMPTED RESCUE MAY PLACE OTHERS AT RISK. 
 
ONLY ELEVATED SAFETY SYSTEMS PERSONNEL OR AN ELEVATED SAFETY 
SYSTEMS CERTIFIED PERSON MAY REPACK THE INDUSTRIAL RESCUE ONE EDS 
HARNESS.  LOW EMPACT AND LOW HEIGHT PRACTICE DESCENTS WITH THE 
INDUSTRIAL RESCUE ONE EDS HARNESS ARE ONLY AUTHORIZED TO BE 
CONDUCTED BY ELEVATED SAFETY SYSTEMS PERSONNEL OR AN ELEVATED 
SAFETY SYSTEMS CERTIFIED PERSON.  TO BECOME AN ELEVATED SAFETY 
SYSTEMS INDUSTRIAL RESCUE ONE EDS HARNESS CERTIFIED PERSON, CONTACT 
ELEVATED SAFETY SYSTEMS.   
 
 
 
  

SUSPENSION TRAUMA 
By Dr. Norman Wood 

 
Suspension Trauma is the injury that can be caused to the human body while 
suspended in a rear-attached safety harness.  The range of injury can be from 
minor to death.  Studies have shown that death can occur within 30 minutes of 
being suspended.  Suspension Trauma occurs when you are not able to recover 
back to a standing position.   
 
Suspension Trauma can be caused by the pressure exerted on the groin from the 
leg straps while suspended, or from the pressures placed on the abdomen or 
chest by the harness while suspended.   
 
While suspended in a rear-attached safety harness, the leg straps will cause 
considerable pressure on the major vessels in the upper legs.  This extreme 
tourniquet affect will cause the blood from the body to pool or collect in the 
legs.  The heart is powerful enough to push the arterial blood past the leg 
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straps, but the return blood pressure from the lower legs is very slight and the 
tourniquet affect from the leg straps will compress the Femoral Vein to the 
point where very little if any blood can return to the general circulation of the 
heart, lungs and brain. 
  
This means that as long as you are suspended in a rear-attached safety harness 
and your heart is beating, with each beat, you will lose more blood into your 
legs and it will not return to the heart, lungs or brain. 
 
Your legs can hold up to half of the bodies total blood volume.  This is like 
cutting both of your wrist and loosing half of your blood.  Although in this case, 
the blood never leaves the body, it is still not allowed to rejoin general 
circulation.  With this much blood lose from the general circulation, it is 
impossible to survive while being held in a vertical position by a safety harness.      
 
Remember, while you are suspended, with each beat of your heart, you are 
losing more blood from your circulation.  
 
While suspended in a rear-attached safety harness, increased pressures on your 
abdomen or chest can cause difficulties in being able to adequately breathe.  To 
be able to take one effective breath, two functions of the body must occur 
simultaneously.  Your ribs must be able to rotate outwards away from the body, 
opening up your chest cavity, and your diaphragm muscle must be able to 
constrict creating the vacuum to pull air into your lungs. 
 
While suspended in a safety harness, the abdominal, chest or shoulder straps 
can be repositioned by the wearer to where they put increased pressure on 
your chest and prevent your ribs from being able to rotate out or increased 
pressure on your abdomen preventing the diaphragm muscle from being able to 
fully constrict. 
 
If either of these occur, you will not be able to breathe effectively, and you will 
be more prone to unconsciousness and death.  It is very important to know that 
altering your safety harness in any way while you are suspended, may make 
your situation worse. 
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DREW VIGNEULLE 
The Vigneulle family has authorized the following of their son in the hope of no 

other family having to endure such grief. 
 

 
 

Drew Vigneulle was a great 25 year old young man.  He volunteered to teach 
kids at camp.  Drew was very strong and healthy at 5 feet 4 inches tall and 
weighed 179 pounds.  Drew was an avid rock climber with exceptional upper 
body strength.  He was no stranger to safety harness and was aware of 
Suspension Trauma.   
 
A few years ago, Drew Vigneulle was deer hunting from his treestand insight of 
his Alabama home.  Drew had his cellphone with him and had been texted his 
father in the house and had even sent him a video Drew had taken of himself 
and the view from his stand.  When Drew did not arrive back at the house at 
dark, his father drove out through the field to the treestand.  His father found 
Drew unresponsive, suspended by his harness after he had fallen out of his 
treestand.  Drew had dropped his cellphone.   
 
Drew was found in a seated position with his hands between his legs.  Drew’s 
father called EMS and once they arrived it took them several minutes to get 
Drew’s body down to the ground. 
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EMS performed CPR and hooked a heart monitor to Drew.  But Drew had 
already passed away.  Drew died of positional asphyxia while suspended in his 
safety harness.  This is a form of Suspension Trauma.           
 

       
        Drew Vigneulle deceased 
 
When Drew fell, he ended up with most of his body below the level of the 
treestand platform and Drew with all his strength could not get back up on it.  
The tree steps were on the other side of the large tree and Drew was not able to 
reach them.  
 
Drew tried to make his harness into a sit harness like his climbing harness.  He 
had moved his leg straps out of his groin to his mid-thighs.  Probably to make 
himself more comfortable and possibly to avoid blood pooling in his legs which 
can lead to unconsciousness and death.  As stated by his father, Drew knew 
about Suspension Trauma.  
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When Drew moved his leg straps out of his groin to mid-thigh, his body slid 
down into the harness into a seated position.  This did get the pressure out of 
his groin, but it increased the pressure around his chest, making it more difficult 
to breathe.   Drew died insight of his home.   
 
The Vigneulle family has graciously given me permission to use Drew’s pictures, 
and I have named my butt seat strap, the Vigneulle Seat in honor of Drew and 
what he was trying to do to save his life.      
 
If Drew Vigneulle could not get out of that safety harness, none of us could 
have.  Drew’s harness was not defective, it performed exactly as designed, it 
stopped his fall.  But then what?  
 
This is why it is extremely important if you are suspended to get to a standing 
position as soon as possible and remove the pressure that your leg straps are 
exerting on your groin.  With the Rescue One Emergency Descent System (EDS) 
Harness, you can accomplish this in three (3) ways.   
 
1 – PRIMARY, Use the Emergency Descent System (EDS) of the harness and get 
to the ground or a firm standing surface as quickly as possible.  This is the 
primary purpose of this harness and the very reason it was designed.  Although 
there are redundant safety features built into this harness, they in actuality, 
should never be needed.  Suspension Trauma can occur quickly, and the very 
best way to avoid Suspension Trauma is to use the Emergency Descent System.  
You need to get to the ground or to a standing position as quickly as possible.      
 
2 -  SECONDARY, If you are unable to use the EDS for any reason, immediately 
deploy the red Suspension Relief Strap (SRS).  Remove it from its stored location 
at the harness right corner, drape it in front of you between your knees and 
feet, tie the free end to the left side D-Ring and stand up in the SRS.  Adjust the 
SRS length to allow you to comfortably stand and relieve the pressure from the 
leg straps on your groin.  Once standing in the SRS, you can loosen your leg 
straps to help circulation, but NEVER TAKE THE LEG STRAPS OFF.    
 
 3 – TERTIARY, After you are standing in the SRS, you can remove the Vigneulle 
Seat from its storage location at the Rear Bottom of the harness and place it 
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underneath your buttocks.  You can now periodically sit and rest your legs if you 
get tired while standing in the SRS.  But remember, you have better circulation 
while standing and moving your legs.    
 
IMPORTANT – ONCE YOU ARE STANDING IN THE SUSPENSION RELIEF STRAP, 
YOU CAN LOOSEN THE LEG STRAPS TO HELP CIRCULATION, BUT NEVER TAKE 
THE LEG STRAPS OFF!   ALSO, IF YOUR LEGS GET TIRED, YOU CAN PERIODICALLY 
REST BY SITTING IN THE VIGNEULLE SEAT.  TO ACHIEVE THE GREATEST BLOOD 
CIRCULATION FROM YOUR LEGS, YOU MUST USE THE LEG MUSCLES WHILE 
STANDING OR SITTING, SO ALTERNATE YOUR WEIGHT FROM ONE LEG TO THE 
OTHER WHILE STANDING OR REPEATEDLY FLEX YOUR FEET, ANKLES AND 
CALVES WHILE SEATED.  THE LEG VEINS HAVE ONE-WAY VALVES, BY MOVING 
YOUR LEG MUSCLES, THE MUSCLES PRESS ON THE LEG VEINS AND THE BLOOD 
CAN ONLY GO IN ONE DIRECTION, BACK TO YOUR HEART AND LUNGS.  
REMEMBER THE MORE YOU MOVE YOUR LEGS, THE MORE BLOOD YOU WILL 
PUMP OUT OF YOUR LEGS AND BACK INTO CIRCULATION.  THIS WILL REDUCE 
THE CHANCE OF SUSPENSION TRAUMA INJURY OR DEATH. 

 
 
 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1 – Remove Harness from service after a fall stop where one or both of the 
Short Leg Strap Impact Indicator shows “!STOP! Remove From Service!”  
 

                              
Impact Indicator not deployed.                           Impact Indicator deployed!    
               Remove Harness From Service and  
               contact Elevated Safety Systems.  
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2 – Always fully inspect the complete harness prior to each use.  Any sign of 
damage or defect immediately remove harness from service and contact 
Elevated Safety Systems. 
 
3 – Fully inspect the EDS components by removing the D-Ring Tear-Away top 
Cover and Back Cover before each use.  Maximum number of descents is a 
function of inspection.  Any sign of damage or defect immediately remove 
harness from service and contact Elevated Safety Systems.  Replace covers in 
reverse order to their corresponding Velcro attachment points.   
 

 
D-Ring Tear Away Cover and Back Cover removed showing EDS Rack, Brake, 
Friction D-Ring, Brake Pin, and Line in proper position for Medium/Large size 
harness. 
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Back Covers Removed showing EDS components, Line and Suspension Relief 
Strap (1”red strap at bottom), in stored positions. 
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D-Ring Tear Away Cover and Back Cover replaced in proper position.  
 
 

 
D-Ring Tear Away Cover and Back Cover in proper position. 
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4 – Read and familiarize yourself with the Emergency Instructions attached to 
the inside of the Brake Handle Cover located on the right shoulder strap.   
 

          
Brake Handle Cover on Right Shoulder.  Emergency Instructions attached to 
underside of Brake Handle Cover on right shoulder. 
 
 
 
5 – The Emergency Descent System is only to be used in an EMERGENCY 
RESCUE.  If you have fallen and cannot recover to a standing position, pull down 
on the Brake Handle Cover Tab located on the Right Shoulder Strap.  Attached 
underneath the Brake Handle Cover are the Emergency Instructions.  Follow 
these Emergency Instructions to safely lower yourself to a standing position.  
Improper use of the Emergency Descent Systems can cause serious injury or 
death.  Always have an Emergency Rescue Plan and the means to implement 
such plan.   
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Pull down on the Brake Handle Cover Tab and read the Emergency Instructions 
attached underneath.   
 
 

 
Place both hands in the Brake Handle Loop. 
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Pull down on the Brake Handle Loop towards your feet as hard, far and as fast 
as you can and hold pressure.  This pulls the Brake Pin and applies pressure to 
the Kevlar Cuff Brake on the line.  DO NOT LET LOOSE OF THE BRAKE HANDLE 
LOOP. 
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To descend, you must ease up on the pressure on the Brake Strap.  Do not let 
loose of the Brake Handle Loop.  Pull back down on the Brake Handle Loop to 
slow or stop your descent.  You may have to gently bounce in the harness to 
allow the line to transition up through the harness and allow you to descend.  
REMEMBER, THE BRAKE HANDLE LOOP IS YOUR BRAKE, EASE UP TO DESCEND 
AND PULL BACK DOWN TO SLOW OR STOP YOUR DESCENT.    
 
 
6 – If you fall and are unable to recover to a standing position or use the 
Emergency Descent System, IMMEDIATELY pull out the red Suspension Relief 
Strap (SRS) from the harness right corner storage location.  Loop the SRS in front 
of you between your knees and feet and tie the free end of the SRS to the left D-
Ring.  Stand up in the SRS to relieve the pressure from the leg straps on your 
groin.   
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Suspension Relief Strap (1” red strap) access position. 
 
 

 
Suspension Relief Strap pulled from storage and tied to the left D-Ring.  The 
formed loop should be between your knees and feet.  Adjust the length so you 
can comfortably stand and remove the pressure from the leg straps on your 
groin.   
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7 - Alternate your body weight from one leg to the other while standing in the 
SRS.  This alternating action will increase blood circulation from your legs back 
to your heart and lungs.  Once standing in the SRS, you can loosen your leg 
straps to help circulation, but NEVER TAKE THE LEG STRAPS OFF.  Use the 
Vigneulle Seat periodically to rest your legs if needed.  If you stand or sit 
motionless, blood pooling in the legs will occur and this can cause 
unconsciousness and/or death.  Seek help immediately in any way that you can.  
 

 
Vigneulle Seat in stored position. 
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Pulling Vigneulle Seat from stored position. 
 

 
Vigneulle Seat removed from stored position. 
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Standing in the Suspension Relief Strap with the Vigneulle Seat under buttocks.  
 
 
7 – WARNING!  Hanging suspended in a rear attached safety harness can be 
dangerous.  If suspended for more than a few minutes, blood pooling in the legs 
can occur and unconsciousness and/or death may occur.    
 
8 – Adjust harness so is snug on the wearer.  Too loose of a harness can cause 
injury during a fall.   
 
9 – Place Harness Shoulder Straps over shoulders and fasten the Chest Strap.  
Place both Long Leg Straps between your legs from the rear and fasten to their 
corresponding Short Leg Straps in the front.  Adjust both Long Leg Straps so they 
are snug on the body and in the groin.  Adjust both Shoulder Straps so they are 
snug on the body. Adjust the Chest Strap to pull both Shoulder Straps in line 
with the chest. 
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10 – Keep Harness clean and dry when not in service.  Clean with soap and 
water if soiled, hang dry.   
 
11 - Only Elevated Safety Systems or persons authorized in writing by Elevated 
Safety Systems shall make repairs to the equipment. 
 
12 – Warnings against the following;  

o Altering equipment; 
o Misusing equipment; 
o Using combinations of components or subsystems, or both, which 

may affect or interfere with the safe function of each other; 
o Exposing equipment to chemicals, high heat, severe cold or other 

harsh environments which may produce a harmful effect and to 
consult with Elevated Safety Systems in cases of doubt; 

o Using the equipment around moving machinery and electrical 
hazards; 

o Using the equipment near sharp edges and abrasive surfaces. 
o Descending into electrical, thermal, or chemical sources or other 

hazards. 
o Using incompatible rope or line.  The line supplied by the 

manufacture is the only line authorized for use.    
 
IMPORTANT – THE RESCUE ONE EMERGENCY DESCENT HARNESS IS DESIGNED 
TO SAFELY AND QUICKLY LOWER YOURSELF TO THE GROUND.  THIS IS ITS 
PRIMARY FUNCTION AND THE EMERGENCY DESCENT SYSTEM IS ALWAYS TO BE 
USED FIRST IN A SUSPENDED EMERGENCY.  HOWEVER, IF NEEDED THE 
ADDITIONAL SAFETY FEATURES ARE BUILT INTO THE HARNESS IF YOU ARE 
PREVENTED FROM USING THE EDS FUNCTION FOR ANY REASON.   
 
IF THE SUSPENSION RELIEF STRAP IS USED, AND ONCE YOU ARE STANDING IN IT, 
YOU CAN LOOSEN THE LEG STRAPS TO HELP CIRCULATION, BUT NEVER TAKE 
THE LEG STRAPS OFF!   TO ACHIEVE THE GREATEST BLOOD CIRCULATION FROM 
YOUR LEGS, YOU MUST USE THE LEG MUSCLES WHILE STANDING OR SITTING, 
SO ALTERNATE YOUR WEIGHT FROM ONE LEG TO THE NEXT WHILE STANDING 
OR REPEATEDLY FLEX YOUR FEET, ANKLES AND CALVES WHILE SEATED.   
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THE LEG VEINS HAVE ONE-WAY VALVES, BY MOVING YOUR LEG MUSCLES, THE 
MUSCLES PRESS ON THE LEG VEINS AND THE BLOOD CAN ONLY GO IN ONE 
DIRECTION, BACK TO YOUR HEART AND LUNGS.  REMEMBER THE MORE YOU 
MOVE YOUR LEGS WHILE STANDING, THE MORE BLOOD YOU WILL CIRCULATE, 
AND THIS WILL REDUCE THE CHANCE OF SUSPENSION TRAUMA INJURY OR 
DEATH.  STANDING AND MOVING YOUR LEGS IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY TO 
CIRCULATE BLOOD.       
 
 
 
 
 

OPERATOR INSTRUCTION LABEL LOCATED ON FACE OF HARNESS 
 

 
OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS, INDUSTRIAL RESCUE ONE EDS (EMERGENCY 
DESCENT SYSTEM) SAFETY HARNESS. 

 
Manufactured Date _________, Elevated Safety Systems, 4115 Dragon Hwy. 
Cameron WV 26033, Elevatedsafetysystems.com, 304-686-3224.   
 
Size __________Minimum and Maximum Weight Limits Per Size, Med/Large 130 
lbs. to 230 lbs., XL to XXL 230 lbs. to 310 lbs.  Maximum descent distance 300 
feet.   
 
Components – 1 3/4" Polyester Webbing, 1” Kevlar Webbing, EDS Rack 6061 T6 
Aluminum, 8,200 lb. Samson Tech-12, 1/4" Line. Yoke Hardware, 1000 Cordura 
Covers.       
 
WARNING! FAILURE TO READ AND FOLLOW ALL OF THE MANUFACTURER’S 
INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS, OR FAILURE TO WATCH AND FOLLOW THE 
INCLUDED INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR 
DEATH.  FOR RESCUE ONLY: DO NOT USE FOR OTHER PURPOSES.  
 

mailto:Elevatedsafetysystems@hotmail.com
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1 – Remove Harness from service after a fall stop where the Leg Impact 
Indicator shows “!STOP! Remove From Service!” 
 
2 – Always fully inspect the complete harness prior to each use.  Any sign of 
damage or defect remove harness from service and contact Elevated Safety 
Systems. 
 
3 – Fully inspect the EDS components by removing the rear D-Ring Tear-Away 
top cover and back cover before each use.  Multiple use EDS Rack with 
maximum number of descents a function of inspection.  Any sign of damage or 
defect remove harness from service and contact Elevated Safety Systems.  
Replace covers in reverse order to their corresponding Velcro attachment 
points.   
 
4 – Read and familiarize yourself with the Emergency Instructions attached to 
the inside of the Brake Handle Cover located on the right shoulder strap.   
 
5 – The Emergency Descent System is only to be used in an EMERGENCY.  If you 
have fallen and cannot recover to a standing position, pull down on the Brake 
Handle Cover Tab located on the Right Shoulder Strap.  Attached underneath 
the Brake Handle Cover are the Emergency Instructions.  Follow these 
Emergency Instructions to safely lower yourself to a standing position.  
Improper use of the Emergency Descent Systems can cause serious injury or 
death.   
 
6 – If you fall and are unable to recover to a standing position or use the 
Emergency Descent System, IMMEDIATELY pull out the red Suspension Relief 
Strap (SRS) from the harness right corner storage location.  Loop the SRS in front 
of you between your knees and feet and tie the free end of the SRS to the left D-
Ring.  Stand up in the SRS to relieve the pressure from the leg straps on your 
groin.  Alternate your body weight from one leg to the other while standing in 
the SRS.  This alternating action will increase blood circulation from your legs 
back to your heart and lungs.  Once standing in the SRS, you can loosen your leg 
straps to help circulation, but NEVER TAKE THE LEG STRAPS OFF.  Use the 
Vigneulle Seat periodically to rest your legs if needed.  If you stand or sit 
motionless, blood pooling in the legs will occur, and this can cause 
unconsciousness and/or death.  Seek help immediately in any way that you can.   
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7 – WARNING!  Hanging suspended in a rear attached safety harness can be 
dangerous.  If suspended for more than a few minutes, blood pooling in the legs 
can occur and unconsciousness and/or death may occur.    
 
8 – Adjust harness so is snug on the wearer.  Too loose of a harness can cause 
injury during a fall.  MADE IN THE USA. 
 
 
 
 
 

EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS LOCATED UNDERNEATH THE BRAKE HANDLE COVER 
ON THE RIGHT SHOULDER STRAP. 

 
 
EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS, RESCUE ONE EDS, ELEVATED SAFETY SYSTEMS, 
4115 Dragon Hwy. CAMERON, WV 26033 
 
READ COMPLETELY BEFORE USING AND FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS TO OPERATE 
THE EMERGENCY DESCENT SYSTEM (EDS).  ONLY USE THE EDS IF YOU HAVE 
FALLEN AND CANNOT RECOVER TO A STANDING POSITION.  IMPROPER USE OF 
THE EDS CAN CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. 
 
1 – Put BOTH hands in the red Brake Strap Handle Loop.  Always have at least 
one hand in the Brake Strap Handle Loop at all times.  REMEMBER-PULLING 
DOWN IS THE BRAKE, DO NOT LET LOOSE OF THE BRAKE STRAP HANDLE LOOP. 
 
2 – Pull the Brake Strap Handle Loop DOWN towards your FEET, as HARD, FAR 
and as FAST as you can and HOLD pressure.  This pulls the Brake Pin in the back 
of the harness and applies pressure to the Kevlar Cuff Brake holding the line.    
 
3 – Do not let loose of the Brake Strap Handle, but slowly ease up on the Brake 
Strap Handle Loop pressure.  This will lessen the pressure from the Kevlar Cuff 
Brake on the line and allow the line to feed out. 
 
4 – After easing up pressure on the Brake Strap Handle, you may need to gently 
bounce to get the line to feed out of the back of the harness and lower yourself.  
Remember, if you hold constant hard pressure on the Brake Strap Handle, you 
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will NOT descend.  You must ease up on the Brake Strap Handle to allow 
yourself to be lowered to the ground.     
 
5 – Pull down on the Brake Strap Handle Loop quickly to slow or stop your 
descent.  REMEMBER, THE LONGER YOU ARE SUSPENDED, THE GREATER 
DANGER THERE IS OF BLOOD POOLING, LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND/OR 
DEATH. 
 
6 – GET BACK TO A STANDING POSITION AS QUICK AND AS SAFE AS YOU CAN.  
THE LEG STRAP PRESSURE ON YOUR GROIN WHILE SUSPENDED IS DANGEROUS. 
 
7 – If you are unable to use the Emergency Descent System and descend to the 
ground, or get to a standing position, IMMEDIATELY pull out the red Suspension 
Relief Strap (SRS) from the harness right corner storage location.  Loop the SRS 
in front of you between your knees and feet and tie the free end of the SRS to 
the left D-Ring.  Stand up in the SRS to relieve the pressure from the leg straps 
on your groin.  Adjust the SRS length so you can comfortably stand.  Alternate 
your body weight from one leg to the other while standing in the SRS. This 
alternating action will increase blood circulation from your legs back to your 
heart and lungs.  Once standing in the SRS, you can loosen your leg straps to 
help circulation, but NEVER TAKE THE LEG STRAPS OFF.  Use the Vigneulle Seat 
periodically to rest your legs if needed.  If you stand or sit motionless, blood 
pooling in the legs will occur, and this can cause unconsciousness and/or death.  
Seek help immediately in any way that you can.   
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IMPACT INDICATOR LABEL LOCATED ON BOTH FRONT LEG STRAPS. 
 
If a fall is of sufficient force, the sewn IMPACT INDICATOR ESS 1/20 will expand 
to show the entire label of !STOP! REMOVE FROM SERVICE.  If this happens, 
remove harness from service and contact Elevated Safety Systems, 4115 Dragon 
Hwy, Cameron WV, 26033, Elevatedsafetysystems.com, 304-686-3224   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
EDS RACK LINE THREADING DIAGRAM LABEL LOCATED ON THE INSIDE OF THE 

HARNESS NEXT TO THE EDS RACK. 
 

There are two different labels, one for Medium/Large Size Harnesses and the 
other for XLarge/XXLarge Harnesses.  The EDS Rack Line Threading Diagram 
label will correspond to the WEIGHT SIZE of the harness noted on the Operators 
Instruction Label attached to the face of the harness.     
 
 

mailto:Elevatedsafetysystems@hotmail.com
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MED/LARGE LINE THREADING DIAGRAM        XL/XXL LINE THREADING DIAGRAM 
WEIGHTS FROM 130 TO 230 POUNDS           WEIGHTS FROM 230 TO 310 POUNDS 
 
 
 
 
 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CONCERNS OR COMMENTS ABOUT THE 
INDUSTRIAL RESCUE ONE EDS SAFETY HARNESS, PLEASE CONTACT ELEVATED 
SAFETY SYSTEMS, 4115 DRAGON HWY, CAMERON WV, 26033, 
ELEVATEDSAFETYSYSTEMS.COM, 304-686-3224 
   
 
   

mailto:ELEVATEDSAFETYSYSTEMS@HOTMAIL.COM

